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Abstract

Numerous high-profile works have shown that access patterns to even encrypted databases can leak
secret information and sometimes even lead to reconstruction of the entire database. To thwart access
pattern leakage, the literature has focused on oblivious algorithms, where obliviousness requires that
the access patterns leak nothing about the input data.
In this paper, we consider the Join operator, an important database primitive that has been
extensively studied and optimized. Unfortunately, any fully oblivious Join algorithm would require
always padding the result to the worst-case length which is quadratic in the data size N . In
comparison, an insecure baseline incurs only O(R + N ) cost where R is the true result length, and in
the common case in practice, R is relatively short. As a typical example, when R = O(N ), any fully
oblivious algorithm must inherently incur a prohibitive, N -fold slowdown relative to the insecure
baseline. Indeed, the (non-private) database and algorithms literature invariably focuses on studying
the instance-specific rather than worst-case performance of database algorithms. Unfortunately, the
stringent notion of full obliviousness precludes the design of efficient algorithms with non-trivial
instance-specific performance.
To overcome this worst-case performance barrier of full obliviousness and enable algorithms
with good instance-specific performance, we consider a relaxed notion of access pattern privacy
called (ϵ, δ)-differential obliviousness (DO), originally proposed in the seminal work of Chan et
al. (SODA’19). Rather than insisting that the access patterns leak no information whatsoever,
the relaxed DO notion requires that the access patterns satisfy (ϵ, δ)-differential privacy. We show
that by adopting the relaxed DO notion, we can obtain efficient database Join mechanisms whose
instance-specific performance approximately matches the insecure baseline, while still offering a
meaningful notion of privacy to individual users. Complementing our upper bound results, we also
prove new lower bounds regarding the performance of any DO Join algorithm.
Differential obliviousness (DO) is a new notion and is a relatively unexplored territory. Following
the pioneering investigations by Chan et al. and others, our work is among the very first to formally
explore how DO can help overcome the worst-case performance curse of full obliviousness; moreover,
we motivate our work with database applications. Our work shows new evidence why DO might be
a promising notion, and opens up several exciting future directions.
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Introduction

We consider a scenario in which a trusted client (e.g., an Intel SGX enclave or a trusted client
laptop) outsources an encrypted database to an untrusted storage provider (e.g., untrusted
memory or a cloud server). The client would like to make queries to the database without
endangering the privacy of users in the database. Since all data contents are encrypted, the
key challenge is to ensure that access patterns to the database do not accidentally harm
individual users’ privacy. Notably, plenty of recent attacks [24, 51, 52, 56, 59, 63, 70] against
encrypted database systems (e.g., CryptDB [74], Cipherbase [6], and TrustedDB [14]) showed
that when left unprotected, access patterns can leak highly sensitive information, and in
some cases, even lead to reconstruction of the entire database. Given the importance of
this problem, several high-profile works implemented oblivious database systems, including
Opaque [90], ObliDB [41], Obladi [35], as well as the work by Arasu and Kaushik [7], where
obliviousness requires that access patterns leak nothing about the underlying data.
In this paper, we focus on an important database operation, the Join operation, which
has been studied extensively in the database literature [1,13,16,33,44,55,61,71,78,89]. Given
two tables and a specified attribute (henceforth also called the join key or key for short)2 ,
the Join operation computes, for each possible join key value k, the Cartesian product of
the rows in each table with the join key k. For example, if the join key k appears twice in
the first table and three times in the second table, then in the join result the join key k will
have six occurrences. Some works focus on the special case of foreign-key join where it is
promised that in one of the input tables, each key appears only once. In this paper, however,
we consider the more general case where a key may have multiple occurrences in both tables.
Unfortunately, existing oblivious database systems [7, 41, 90] do not provide a satisfactory
solution for the Join operation. A fundamental problem is that any fully oblivious algorithm
for Join must always incur the worst-case cost even when the actual join result may be short.
To see this, recall that an algorithm is said to be oblivious iff its memory access patterns
(and runtime3 ) are indistinguishable for any two inputs of the same length [47, 48, 81]. For
the case of Join, the result size for the worst-case input is Θ(N1 · N2 ) where N1 and N2
denote the sizes of the two input tables, respectively. Thus any fully oblivious algorithm
must incur at least Ω(N1 · N2 ) cost on any input instance, even when the input instance has
a short join result4 . This is very expensive in real-world databases, since the join result is
typically much smaller than quadratic in the common case.
In this paper, we ask the following natural question:
Can we design join algorithms that provide a meaningful and mathematically rigorous
notion of privacy, and moreover, avoid having to pay the worst-case quadratic penalty on
every input?
2
3
4

A join key can also be a set of attributes, without loss of generality, we assume two tables are joined on
single attribute in this paper.
Note that the length of the physical accesses is the same as the program’s runtime.
The naïve solution of simulating an insecure join algorithm with Oblivious RAM does not provide full
obliviousness unless the runtime is padded to the worst case.
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Parametrized algorithm design and instance-specific performance. We follow the wellestablished paradigm in the algorithms and database literature, and focus on instancespecific complexity measures. Parametraized analysis and instance-specific performance have
been widely adopted in the database, algorithms, as well as cryptography literature, and its
importance has been explained in numerous prior works. For example, a line of work in
the classical (non-private) database literature focused on optimizing the instance-specific
performance for database joins [18, 55, 61, 71, 89] – in this context the output length is
often used as an additional parameter to characterize the algorithms’ performance. The
study of instance-specific performance is also closely related to the prominent line of work on
parametrized algorithms design and analysis [31,37,42,69,77,79] (see Roughgarden’s textbook
for an excellent overview [77].) Last but not the least, notable works in the cryptography
literature also consider how to achieve good instance-specific performance (sometimes called
“input-specific runtime” in the cryptography literature) in the Turing Machine or the Random
Access Machine (RAM) models: for example, the seminal work by Goldwasser et al. [49]
is motivated by “overcoming the worst-case curse” in cryptographic constructions; and a
similar notion is adopted in subsequent works [5, 58].
Prior approaches introduce arbitrary leakages to achieve good instance-specific performance. As mentioned, full obliviousness precludes the design of algorithms with non-trivial
instance-specific performance. However, prior oblivious database systems [7, 41, 90] do care
about instance-specific performance bounds. To achieve good instance-specific performance,
they give up on full obliviousness (even though this line of work is commonly referred to as
“oblivious databases”), and introduce arbitrary leakages, e.g., by leaking the multiplicity of
keys, the lengths of intermediate arrays, the final output length, and/or the exact runtime of
the (non-private) program. The ramifications of such leakages are poorly understood, and
can lead to unforeseen privacy breaches. Since numerous prior encrypted database systems
allowing arbitrary leakages have been broken [24, 51, 52, 56, 59, 63, 70], our philosophy is to
advocate for an approach that provides rigorous mathematical guarantees on the leakage.
Although our work focuses on a privately outsourced database scenario, it is interesting
to note that in the cryptography literature, a line of work has focused on general RAM
computations on encrypted data [20, 23, 32, 45, 46, 50]. These works also care about plugging
access pattern leakage. Thus, to achieve full security, essentially full obliviousness is necessary
in these constructions (and indeed these constructions rely on Oblivious RAM as a building
block). Typically this line of work either pads the RAM computation to the runtime on the
worst-case input, or they allow leakage of the exact runtime and thus violate full obliviousness
– the ramification of such leakage is unclear and can lead to severe privacy breaches in some
applications.
Overcoming the worst-case curse with differential obliviousness. Since the worst-case
performance curse is inherent for full obliviousness, we would need a relaxed (but nonetheless
meaningful and rigorous) privacy notion to achieve good instance-specific performance. We
therefore turn our attention to the notion of differential obliviousness (DO) recently defined
by Chan et al. [28]. Simply put, differential obliviousness requires that the access patterns
revealed during a program’s execution must satisfy (ϵ, δ)-differential privacy [39]. So far,
a couple of prior works [17, 28] have shown theoretical separations between DO and full
obliviousness, thus providing initial theoretical evidence why DO is worth studying. Besides
the few pioneering investigations, the landscape of DO remains much unexplored. Designing
DO algorithms, especially for practically motivated applications, is a relatively new territory.
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1.1

Our Contributions and Results

We show novel DO database join algorithms that can approximately match the instancespecific performance of the insecure baseline, whereas any fully oblivious join algorithm must
inherently incur, on common instances with O(N )-sized outputs, at least a linear (in database
size) blowup relative to the insecure baseline. Our work is among the very first to formally
explore how DO can help overcome the worst-case curse of full obliviousness.
Specifically, we present two main upper bound results: 1) a DO join algorithm in the
standard word-RAM model where the primary performance metrics are the algorithm’s
runtime and output length, and 2) a DO join algorithm in the external-memory model
where the primary performance metrics are the algorithm’s cache complexity and output
length. Both algorithms approximately match the performance of the insecure baselines in
the corresponding setting. Both models are important to consider: the standard word-RAM
model is the prevalent model in which algorithms are studied; and the external-memory
model is the best fit when we rely on secure processors such as Intel’s SGX to privately
outsource the sensitive database to an untrusted server (as we explain more later).
We also prove lower bound results regarding the performance of any DO join algorithm.
The lower bounds show that some small slowdown relative to the insecure baseline is necessary.
Moreover, our upper bound matches the lower bound when the result size is at least quasilinear. For other parameter regimes, e.g., when the result size is linear or shorter, there
remains a small gap between our upper bounds and lower bounds – and bridging this gap is
an interesting direction for future work.
We now present the result statements more formally.
Results for the word-RAM model. Recall the application scenario mentioned at the
beginning of the paper: a trusted client stores an encrypted database on an untrusted storage.
Data can only be decrypted within the trusted client which also runs the database engine.
Anything fetched or written to the storage is encrypted such that the adversary can only
observe the access patterns.
In the standard word-RAM model, we assume that the trusted client is a CPU with
O(1) private registers, and the cost is measured in terms of the number of memory words
transmitted between the CPU and memory (which equates to the runtime of the algorithm).
Table 1 summarizes our results for the standard RAM model. For simplicity, the results are
stated for the typical parameters5 ϵ = Θ(1) and δ = 1/N c for some constant c ≥ 1 and a
more generalize version will be provided in Theorem 1.
As shown in Table 1, our algorithm achieves O(R + N log N ) runtime and R + O((µmax +
log N ) · log N ) result size where N denotes the total input length, R denotes the true result
size (when the insecure algorithm is run), and µmax denotes the multiplicity of the most
frequent join key in the database. Note that even an insecure join algorithm must incur at
least R + N runtime since it has to at least read the input and write down the output. In
the common case in practice, the true output size R is small, e.g., R = O(N ). In this case,
our DO algorithm achieves almost a factor of N performance improvement relative to any
fully oblivious solution whose cost is inherently quadratic.
We also compare our algorithm with a naïve DO algorithm that basically simulates the
insecure algorithm (described in Section 3.5) using the state-of-the-art statistically secure
Oblivious RAM [29, 88]6 and then appends an appropriate noise to the result as well as

5
6

In the cryptography literature, sometimes we want δ to be a negligible function in N . In this case, the
log N factor in the performance bound is replaced with any super-logarithmic function.
Like Chan et al. [28], we adopt a statistical notion of differential obliviousness that defends against even
computationally unbounded adversaries.
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Table 1 Our results: stated for the typical parameters when ϵ = Θ(1) and δ = N1c for some
constant c ≥ 1. N1 and N2 denote the lengths of the two input tables, N := N1 + N2 , R denotes
the length of the true join result, and µmax denotes the maximum multiplicity of any join key in the
two input tables. Θ(·) means that it is both an upper- and lower-bound.

Insecure
Fully oblivious

Runtime

Result size

Θ(R + N )
Θ(N1 · N2 )

R
Θ(N1 · N2 )

Our differentially oblivious algorithms
Naïve: Theorem 15
Main scheme 1: Thm 1
LB: Thm 2

O((R + N log N ) log2 N )
O(R + N log N )
Ω(R + N log log N + µmax log N )

R + O(N log N )
R + O((µmax + log N ) · log N )
R + Ω(µmax log N )

to the program’s runtime (see Section 3.5 for a more detailed description). In comparison,
our algorithm is a log2 N factor faster than the naïve DO algorithm. Other standard DO
techniques such as the work by Komargodski and Shi [62] fail to work in our context – see
Section 2.5 for more discussions. In light of our lower bound for any DO join algorithm, our
upper bound achieves optimality in terms of result length as long as µmax ≥ log N , and is
optimal in terms of runtime when µmax = Θ(N ).
Our main theorems7 are also informally described below for a broader range of choices
for ϵ and δ than Table 1.
▶ Theorem 1 (Our DO join algorithm). Let R be the length of the true join result (i.e.,
without fillers), let µmax denote the multiplicity of the most frequent join key in either input
array, and let N denote the total input length. There is an (ϵ, δ)-differentially oblivious join
algorithm that runs in time O(R + N (log N + 1ϵ log 1δ )) and produces a result whose length is
at most R + O( 1ϵ · (µmax + 1ϵ log 1δ ) · log 1δ ).
Table 1 also shows our lower bound which states that any DO join algorithm must incur
at least Ω(R + N log log N + µmax log N ) runtime and must have a result size of at least
R + Ω(µmax log N ) with high probability (assuming the same typical choices of ϵ and δ). A
formal statement with more general parameters is given below.
▶ Theorem 2 (Limits of any DO join algorithm (informal)). Let N be the total input length,
then, for most reasonable choices8 of ϵ and δ,
1. any (ϵ, δ)-differentially oblivious join algorithm must produce a result of at least R +
Ω(µmax · 1ϵ · log δϵ ) with at least δ/ϵ probability.
2. any “natural” (ϵ, δ)-differentially oblivious join algorithm must have some input of total
length N and whose true join result size is R, such that the algorithm incurs at least
Ω(R + N log log 1δ + µmax · 1ϵ · log δϵ ) runtime with at least δ/ϵ probability.
In the above, the lower bound for runtime holds for a broad class of natural algorithms
that do not perform encoding or computation on the elements’ payloads – indeed, most
known join algorithms fall into this class. We refer the reader to the online full version [34]
for more details.
7

8

In Table 1, we assume that δ = 1/N c like the standard differentially privacy literature suggests. In some
cryptographic application settings where one may desire δ to be a negligible function in N , there will be
an extra (arbitrarily small) super-constant factor added to the bounds in Table 1. See also Theorem 1
for the statement with general parameters.
See the formal theorem in our online full version [34] for a more precise characterization of the parameter
regime in which the lower bound holds.
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Table 2 Our results: cache-agnostic cache complexity. See the caption of Table 1 for the meaning
of the notations N1 , N2 , N , and R. Our results need to assume the standard “tall cache” and “wide
block” assumptions, i.e., M ≥ B 2 , and B ≥ log0.55 N where M is the cache size and B is the block
size.

Cache-oblivious cache complexity
Insecure
Fully oblivious

R
+
O( B

N
B

· log M
B

N
B)

Θ(N1 · N2 /B)

Our differentially oblivious algorithms
Naïve: Theorem 15
Main scheme 2: Cor 3

O ((R + N log N ) log N · logB N )

R
O B
+N
B · log N

Results for in the cache-agnostic, external-memory model. The external-memory model [3,
43, 86] and cache complexity are important for scenarios where we want to employ secure
processors to enable encrypted, differentially oblivious databases. Imagine that the server
has a secure processor such as Intel SGX. In this case, the database is stored in an encrypted
format on the server, and only the secure processor can decrypt the data and perform
computation. In other words, we can think of the trusted client as the secure processor,
and the rest of the server’s software stack is untrusted. Moreover, a remote client can
communicate with the secure processor using a secure channel to ask queries and receive
answers back.
Interestingly, it turns out that when Intel SGX is used to outsource both the computation
and storage to an untrusted server, the major performance metric is the number of pages
the SGX enclave needs to fetch. Each enclave page swap is a heavy-weight operation that
involves communication with the untrusted operating system, and moreover, the enclave
must decrypt (or encrypt) the memory page being swapped in (or out). In this scenario,
the trusted enclave memory can be viewed as a cache whose size is henceforth denoted M ,
and each page is a block (i.e., the atomic unit being swapped in and out) whose size is
henceforth denoted B. Further, the rest of the storage outside the trusted enclave memory is
the external memory. An algorithm’s cache complexity is defined as the number of blocks
transmitted between the cache and the external memory during the algorithm’s execution.
In the online full version [34], we provide additional background on the external-memory
model which is a well-accepted model in the algorithms literature – it is very interesting to
observe that the line of work on external-memory algorithms [3, 43, 86] is a perfect fit for
studying the performance of algorithms running on commodity secure processors.
We propose a variant of our algorithm optimized for cache complexity. Our algorithm
is cache agnostic, i.e., the algorithm is unaware of the cache’s parameters, namely, M and
B. Cache-agnostic was also commonly referred to as “cache-oblivious” in the algorithms
literature [38, 43]. In our paper, we use the term “cache-agnostic” instead to disambiguate
from our usage of the term “obliviousness”. The importance and advantages of cache-agnostic
algorithms have been extensively discussed in the algorithms literature [38, 43]. First, a
cache-agnostic algorithm is “universal” and the performance bounds hold no matter what the
system parameters (including M and B) are. Not only so, when deployed on a multi-level
memory hierarchy, an optimal cache-agnostic algorithm would give optimal IO performance
between any two adjacent levels of the hierarchy [38, 43].
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Table 2 summarizes our cache complexity results. The insecure baseline and the naïve
DO algorithm in the table are described in Section 3.5. As shown in the table, our cache
complexity is quite close to that of the insecure baseline, and outperforms the naïve DO
algorithm by a (B/ log B) · log2 N factor. In a typical scenario, B = poly log N ; in this case,
our improvement over the naïve DO algorithm is polylogarithmic.
Last but not the least, our cache efficient instantiation has relatively small constants
in the big-O notation, and therefore an interesting future direction is to implement our
algorithm and measure its concrete efficiency. We summarize our cache-complexity results in
the following corollary:
▶ Corollary 3 (Our DO join algorithm: cache complexity). There is an (ϵ, δ)1
DO
join algorithm
that incurs
 database


 cache complexity upper bounded by B ·

2
1
1
1
1
O N log M N
, assuming the standard tall cache assumption
B + ϵ log δ + R + ϵ log δ
B

M = Ω(B 2 ) and the wide block assumption B = Ω(log0.55 N ).
Both the tall cache assumption and the wide block assumption are standard assumptions
adopted commonly in the external-memory algorithms line of work [3, 9, 38, 43, 86].
Technical highlight. Inspired by the original work of Chan et al. [28], we adopt the
following design paradigm for devising DO algorithms. At a very high level, we decompose
the task of designing a DO algorithm into the following: 1) identify a set of intermediate
ideal functionalities with differentially private leakage; and 2) leverage oblivious algorithms
building blocks to obliviously realize these ideal functionalities, such that the access patterns
leak only the stated differentially private leakage, and nothing else.
Although the design paradigm is simple to state, the non-trivial challenge is to identify
appropriate intermediate functionalities that not only lend to solving our problem, but also
being cognizant that the computational tasks they embody must have efficient oblivious
realizations. We defer the algorithmic details to subsequent formal sections, and we hope
that our algorithmic techniques can inspire the design of DO algorithms for new applications.
We believe that our work provides further evidence on top of the early-stage explorations of
Chan et al. [28] and Beimel et al. [17] that differential obliviousness is a useful notion that
deserves attention.

2

Technical Roadmap

For convenience, henceforth we call the two input tables arrays, denoted I1 and I2 respectively.
Each element in I1 and I2 is either a real element of the form (k, v) or a filler element of the
form (⊥, ⊥). For a real element, k is called the join key (or key for short) and v is called
the payload. The database join operation wants to compute, for each unique join key k,
the Cartesian product of the elements contained in both arrays with join key k. All results
are concatenated and output, and moreover, the output is allowed to contain an arbitrary
number of filler elements that may be needed for privacy.
▶ Remark 4 (Simplifying assumption for the roadmap). Throughout our informal technical
roadmap, we will assume the typical parameters ϵ = Θ(1) and δ = 1/N c for an arbitrary
constant c ≥ 1. In this case, 1ϵ log 1δ = Θ(log N ), and we thus use two expressions interchangeably – but our formal sections later will differentiate the two to be more general. Specifically,
jumping ahead, we often need to add noises of magnitude roughly 1ϵ log 1δ = Θ(log N ).
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Our differential oblivious join algorithm will make use of standard obivious algorithm
building blocks including oblivious sorting [4, 10, 76], and oblivious compaction [11, 67]. We
review these building blocks in more detail in Section 3.6.

2.1

Warmup Algorithm

We first present a warmup that achieves O(R + N log2 N ) runtime – the warmup algorithm
does not achieve the bounds stated earlier; but it is conceptually simpler and helps our
understanding. Later in Section 2.3, we describe additional techniques to improve the
algorithm’s asymptotical performance, and achieve the bounds stated earlier.
A strawman idea. To understand our algorithm, let us first consider a flawed strawman –
we sketch the high-level idea, and for the time being, omit the details on how to oblivious
sorts to implement the relevant steps.
1. Compute the bin load array L. First, using a constant number of oblivious sorts, write
(1)
(2)
down a list L of length N := |I1 | + |I2 |. Each element in L is of the form (k, n
bk , n
bk )
(b)
where n
bk denotes the noisy count of the join key k in table b ∈ {1, 2}. The noisy count is
obtained by adding an appropriate, independently sampled noise to the actual multiplicity
of join key k in the corresponding array. To maintain correctness, the noise must be
non-negative. So rather than adding a Laplacian noise with standard deviation 1/ϵ, we
shift the Laplacian to the right to be centered at U/2 = Θ( 1ϵ · log 1δ ) = Θ(log N ). In this
way, the noise lies within the range [0, U ] except with δ probability9 .
The list L should contain all join keys that appear in at least one input array, padded
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
with fillers of the form (⋆1 , n
b ⋆1 , n
b⋆1 ), (⋆2 , n
b ⋆2 , n
b⋆2 ), . . ., to a length of N . The filler join
keys ⋆1 , ⋆2 , . . . have an actual multiplicity of 0 in both input arrays, and thus their noisy
counts are the shifted Laplacian noise in the range [0, U ]. The list L is sorted by the join
key k, and all filler join keys appear at the end.
2. Binning. Now, we have 2N bins each indexed by a pair (b, i) where b ∈ {1, 2} and i ∈ [N ].
(b)
Let ki denote the i-th smallest join key. Then, the bin indexed (b, i) has capacity n
bki , and
all elements in Ib with the join key ki are destined for this bin. Using a constant number
of oblivious sorts, route all elements in either array to their respective destined bins, and
pad each bin with fillers to its intended capacity. Note that the bins corresponding to the
filler join keys ⋆1 , ⋆2 , . . . have no real elements in them and are full of fillers.
3. Bin-wise Cartesian product. Now, take every pair of bins (1, i) and (2, i) for i ∈ [N ], and
compute the Cartesian product of elements in the two bins – if the two elements being
joined have the same real join key, add the joined tuple to the output; otherwise, add a
filler element to the output.

A flaw that violates differential obliviousness. The above algorithm is natural and conceptually simple; it almost works, except for a critical flaw that violates differential obliviousness,
which is illustrated in Figure 1 and explained in detail below. Observe that the array L
is sorted by the join key during Step 1. Now, consider an input I := (I1 , I2 ) in which 8th
smallest join key k8 appears only 1 time in I1 and does not appear in I2 , and all other join
9

In our formal sections later, we actually use a shifted geometric distribution which is the discrete
counterpart of the real-valued Laplacian, and moreover we simply truncate the δ-probability mass
outside the range [0, U ] which allows us to get deterministic bounds on the algorithm’s runtime.
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Figure 1 Strawman scheme: a flaw that violates differential obliviousness. See the main body for
more explanation.

keys that appear in I appear more than 16U times in both arrays. Consider a 2-neighboring
input where the only occurrence of k8 is replaced with a join key k−∞ that 1) does not exist
in I, and 2) is smaller than all other join keys in I. In this case, an adversary observing
the access patterns of the program can easily tell which input is used. Recall that the bin
pairs are sorted in the order of the join keys: in the case of I, the 8-th bin pair has small
capacities and the first bin pair has large capacities (where small means between at most
U + 1 and large means at least 16U ). In the case of I ′ , however, the first bin pair, now
corresponding to the join key k−∞ , has small capacities.
A remedy. It turns out that a simple fix can address the above flaw: instead of ordering
(1)
(2)
the array L using the join key k, we can order it lexicographically based on the (b
nk , n
bk )
fields. Intuitively, this can avoid accidental information leakage through the ordering. More
specifically, in the above steps 2 and 3, the capacities of all bins are leaked to the adversary.
(1)
(2)
Therefore, if we use the fields (b
nk , n
bk ) to order the array L and the corresponding bins,
(1)
(2)
then the only information leaked is the multiset of (b
nk , n
bk ) pairs. Given the multiset of
(1)
(2)
the (b
nk , n
bk ) pairs, the access patterns of the above algorithm are fully determined.
(1)
(2)
Therefore, it suffices to prove that the leakage, i.e., the multiset of the (b
nk , n
bk ) pairs,
satisfies (O(ϵ), O(δ))-differential privacy. In our formal technical sections later, we shall prove
that this is indeed the case as long as the noises are chosen from the shifted and truncated
geometric distribution defined in Section 3.4.
Final step: compaction of the join result. The above modification fixes the security flaw,
but at this moment, the result output by our algorithm may have length O(R + N log2 N ) –
see Section 2.2 for a more detailed analysis. Specifically, when the true result length R is
small, the additive term N log2 N is dominant.
We would like our algorithm to output a result that is as short as possible specific to the
instance. Clearly, for the result to be correct, it cannot be shorter than R. In the online
full version [34], we prove that all (ϵ, δ)-DO algorithms must have result length at least
R + Ω(µmax · 1ϵ log 1δ ) where µmax is the maximum multiplicity of any join key in either array.
Our idea is to obliviously compact the result output by the above algorithm to length
R + noise where noise is sampled from an appropriate distribution. The most natural idea
is to sample a shifted Laplacian noise proportional to ∆global /ϵ where ∆global is the global
sensitivity of the exact result length (i.e., how much the length of the exact result would
change in the worst case when we change one position in the input). However, ∆global can be
as large as Θ(N ). Instead, we would like to achieve an instance-optimal bound on the result
length (for almost all parameter regimes). To do so, we add noise proportional to the local
sensitivity (or instance-specific sensitivity) which is equal to µmax . To make the idea work,
however, we have to first obtain a noisy version µ
bmax to the local sensitivity µmax , and then
add noise proportional to µ
bmax to the result length. In this way, our algorithm achieves result
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length R + (µmax + log N ) log N which is instance-optimal in light of the R + Ω(µmax log N )
lower bound in almost all parameter regimes. We defer a detailed description of the scheme
to the formal technical sections.

2.2

Performance of the Warmup Algorithm

As mentioned, the warmup algorithm, obtained by changing the way the array L is ordered
in the strawman solution, achieves runtime O(R + N log2 N ). To understand the techniques
in Section 2.3 that improves the performance to O(R + N log N ), let us first understand the
performance breakdown.
1. The first step, which computes the bin load array L, performs a constant number of
oblivious sorts on arrays of length at most N := |I1 | + |I2 |, and thus takes N log N time.
2. The second step, which places the elements into bins, performs a constant number of
oblivious sorts, and the length of the arrays sorted is upper bounded by the sum of the
bin capacities. In the worst case, there can be Θ(N ) sparsely loaded bins each with
only O(1) number of real elements. The noise added to each bin’s capacity is roughly of
magnitude 1ϵ log 1δ which is O(log N ) under typical parameters (see Remark 4). Therefore,
the length of the array sorted is at most O(N log N ), and the second step takes time
O((N log N ) log(N log N )) = N log2 N .
3. The third step computes the Cartesian product of pairs of bins: the runtime of this step is
the actual result length R when there is no noise, plus the number of fillers. The number
of fillers is maximized when there are Θ(N ) bins each with O(1) number of real elements
and O(log N ) fillers. In this case, the total number of fillers after the Cartesian product
is O(N log2 N ). Therefore, the third step takes time O(R + N log2 N ).
Summarizing the above, our warmup algorithm achieves O(R + N log2 N ) runtime.

2.3

Final Algorithm

Section 2.2 reveals that the N log2 N additive term in the performance bound is incurred
because in the worst-case scenario, there can be Θ(N ) sparsely loaded bin-pairs each with
O(1) real elements, and padded with Θ(log N ) fillers10 . This introduces the N log2 N additive
term in two ways: 1) the binning step requires sorting arrays of length O(N log N ) which
takes O(N log2 N ) time; and 2) the bin-wise Cartesian product introduces O(N log2 N )
fillers.
Imprecisely speaking, having many sparsely loaded bin-pairs cause a small “signal to noise”
ratio, i.e., the ratio of fillers is high. To improve the performance bound to O(R + N log N ),
our idea is to reduce the number of bin-pairs to O(N/ log N ), thereby improving the “signal
(1)
(2)
to noise” ratio. We say that a join key k is sparse iff its noise counts n
bk and n
bk are both
upper bounded by 2U , where recall that U = Θ( 1ϵ log 1δ ). A join key that is not sparse is
said to be dense. Recall that N := |I1 | + |I2 |.
As mentioned, our noise distribution is upper bounded by U except with probability
δ. This means that if a bin-pair contains a dense join key, then at least one of the bins
in the pair has at least U real elements in it except with δ probability. Thus there can be

10

For example, this can happen if there are many elements with O(1) occurrences in both input arrays, or
with O(1) occurrences in one array but not appearing in the other. In the latter case, essentially there
are many elements in the symmetric difference of the two input arrays that do not contribute to the
true joined result.
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no more than O(N/ log N ) bin-pairs for dense-keys. Our focus therefore is to consolidate
multiple sparse join keys into the same bin-pair such that each bin-pair contains at least
Θ(U ) elements (including elements from both input arrays). To achieve this, we perform the
following.
Compute key-to-bin mapping. Recall that earlier we computed the bin load array L
(1)
(2)
which contains tuples of the form (k, n
bk , n
bk ) sorted according to lexicographical ordering
(1)
(2)
on (b
nk , n
bk ). It is not too hard to extend the algorithm for computing L such that the
bin load array L also stores the actual counts, i.e., L now contains entries of the form
(1)
(1)
(2)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(k, nk , n
bk , nk , n
bk ). where nk and nk denote the actual multiplicity of the join key k
in I1 and I2 , respectively.
(1)
Now, we can classify L into a part Ls corresponding to sparse keys, i.e, Ls := {(k, nk ,
(1)
(2)
(2)
(1)
(2)
n
b k , nk , n
bk ) ∈ L : n
bk ≤ 2U, n
bk ≤ 2U }; and a part Ld := L\Ls corresponding to dense
(1)
(2)
join keys. All of L, Ls , and Ld are sorted according to lexicographical ordering on (b
nk , n
bk );
and Ls and Ld can be constructed in O(N ) time if we allow the access patterns to reveal the
noisy counts contained in L.
Our goal now is to construct an array called BinMap that maps join keys to bin pairs
(note by constructing BinMap, we have not moved the elements into their bins yet – the
actual moving will be done in the subsequent binning step). Each entry of BinMap is of the
form (k, i), meaning that the join key k should be mapped to the i-th bin-pair. To construct
BinMap, we first scan through Ld : for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |Ld |}, if the i-th entry in Ld has
the join key k, add the tuple (k, i) to the array BinMap. At this moment, BinMap stores the
mapping from each dense join key to its destined bin-pair index. The capacities of these
bin-pairs (for dense join keys) are determined by the noisy counts in Ld .
Next, we will add to BinMap the mapping from sparse join keys to their bins. Specifically,
sparse join keys are mapped to additional bin-pairs numbered {(1, j), (2, j) : j = |Ld | +
1, |Ld | + 2, . . . , |Ld | + O(N/U )} where j is also called the bin-pair index. All of these bins
(for sparse join keys) will have capacity exactly 4U , and here we allow multiple join keys to
be mapped to the same bin pair. The invariant we want is that for each bin-pair (1, j), (2, j)
where j ∈ {|Ld | + 1, |Ld | + 2, . . . , |Ld | + O(N/U )}, a total of at least 2U elements will be
mapped to the bin pair (summing across both input arrays). In this way, all the sparse join
keys altogether will not consume more than N/2U bins.
(1)
(1)
(2)
(2)
To achieve this, we can scan linearly through Ls . For each entry (k, nk , n
bk , nk , n
bk ) ∈
Ls encountered during the scan, we append to BinMap a tuple (k, j) that indicates that join
key k is mapped to the j-th bin-pair. Here j is the current bin-pair counter whose starting
value is |Ld | + 1, and j is incremented whenever one of the current bins is about to exceed its
capacity. To achieve this, the algorithm additionally maintains two counters that remember
how many cumulative elements have been mapped to the current bins (1, j) and (2, j) so far.
Whenever one of the bins (1, j) or (2, j) is about to exceed its capacity 4U , we increment the
bin-pair counter j and reset both counters to be 0 again, i.e., we start mapping join keys to
the next bin-pair. We stress that the access pattern of this step is fixed and depends only on
|Ls | because we append a single entry to BinMap whenever we visit an entry of Ls .
Binning. Next, we perform a binning step and move elements into their desired bins –
henceforth a bin designated for a single dense join key is called a D-bin, and a bin designated
for possibly multiple sparse join keys is called an S-bin. To perform the binning, we need
BinMap which provides the mapping between join keys and their bin indices. D-bins have
capacities determined by the corresponding noisy counts contained in Ld and there are |Ld |
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D-bins. S-bins have capacities exactly 4U , and the number of S-bins is an a-priori fixed
upper bound CN/U for a sufficiently large constant C. We can now use a constant number
of oblivious sorts to move elements into their desired bins, padding each bin with fillers to its
intended capacity as defined above. Note that it is possible that some S-bins do not receive
any element.
Remainder of the algorithm. The remainder would be similar to the warmup algorithm.
We perform bin-wise Cartesian product; and finally we obliviously compact the result adding
an appropriate noise to the final result length. Since now, multiple join keys can share the
same bin-pair, during the Cartesian product step, whenever we try to pairwise-join two
elements with different join keys, we append a filler to the output array.

2.4

Lower Bound Results

As mentioned, we prove new lower bounds on the result length and runtime of any DO
join algorithm. The result length lower bound is proven using the definition of differential
obliviousness. Our lower bound on runtime is obtained by taking the maximum of two lower
bounds: 1) the aforementioned lower bound on the result length, and 2) a lower bound
that stems from a privacy-preserving and complexity-preserving reduction from sorting to
database join. Such a reduction shows that any DO join algorithm must suffer from the
same lower bound for DO sorting proven recently by Chan et al. [28]. We refer the reader to
the online full version [34] for the detailed statements and proofs.

2.5

Additional Related Work

In this paper, we adopt the differential obliviousness notion defined by Chan et al. [28]. Besides
Chan et al. [28], several other works also considered related but somewhat incomparable
notions [60, 68, 87].
Besides the aforementioned works on oblivious databases [7, 35, 41, 90], a related but
incomparable line of work [2, 14, 25, 26, 36, 57, 73, 74, 80, 82, 83] focuses on encrypted databases
or searchable encryption systems. Typically, this line of works either give up on hiding access
patterns [14, 25, 26, 36, 74, 80, 82, 83], or hide the access pattern by performing a linear scan
through the entire database upon every update or query [2]. The cryptographic techniques
for computation on encrypted data developed in this line of work is somewhat orthogonal
and complementary to our techniques for obfuscating the access patterns.
Following the classical differential privacy (DP) literature, another line of work that
focuses on differentially private database queries [30, 53, 54, 65, 66]. These works assume that
the database curator is trusted and only aims to guarantee that the result is DP – they are not
concerned about information leakage through the runtime behavior of the database engine.
Notably, the techniques we use to release the noisy counts for the multiplicity of join keys may
be remotely reminiscent of differentially private histogram mechanisms [2, 15, 19, 22, 64, 84].
We stress, however, that our work and techniques are of a different nature from classical
DP mechanisms, including classical DP algorithms for releasing histograms. While prior
DP mechanisms introduce noise to the statistics released, in our context, we introduce noise
to the algorithm’s access patterns (and not its output) – importantly, we need to do so
without affecting the algorithm’s correctness. It would be very interesting, however, to apply
our DO techniques to classical DP algorithms – in this way, both the runtime behavior of
the database as well as the released statistics would guarantee DP, i.e., we get “end-to-end”
privacy.
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Mazloom and Gordon [68] proposed new techniques that guarantee differential obliviousness for tasks that can be performed in a graph-parallel framework. They rely on shuffling
to guarantee that the access patterns of these algorithms reveal only differentially private
histograms. While seemingly related to our techniques, we do not know any straightforward
way to apply their techniques to the join problem and get our asymptotical bounds: partly,
our techniques are non-trivial because we avoid suffering too much overhead for join keys that
are in the symmetric difference of the two input arrays – these join keys do not contribute
to the true joined result. Imprecisely speaking, doing such “pruning” privately introduces
non-trivial algorithmic challenges.
Komargodski and Shi [62] suggest how to compile any Turing Machine (TM) to a
differentially oblivious TM. A strawman idea is to apply their compiler to the (insecure)
TM that computes the database join problem. Unfortunately, this completely fails because
their work defines neighboring on the operational sequences of two TMs; whereas we define
neighboring on the inputs. For two inputs that are neighboring (i.e., Hamming distance
1), applying the insecure TM that computes database join over these inputs may result in
operational sequences that are far apart. This is also partly why our problem is challenging.

2.6

Open Problems

Our work is among the first to explore DO algorithms motivated by practical database
systems. Our work reveals that this is a promising direction with many intriguing open
questions. For example, can we bridge the gap between our upper- and lower-bounds for a
broader range of parameters?
Another exciting direction is to explore DO algorithms for other common database
queries. In this paper, we considered two-way joins. In the classical, non-private database
literature, however, multi-way join [1, 13, 16, 33, 44, 55, 61, 71, 78, 89] received significantly more
attention because instance-optimal two-way join is long known to be a solved problem. Our
paper reveals that with the extra privacy requirements, even two-way join raises non-trivial
algorithmic challenges. Of course, it also makes sense to ask whether one can design efficient
DO algorithms for multi-way joins as well, especially, whether we can (approximately) match
the performance of the best known insecure algorithms. Recent works in the database
literature also considered join algorithms for the special case when the input tables are
already sorted based on the join key (or more generally, preprocessed in some way). In this
case, it may not be necessary to read the entire input, and sublinear (non-private) algorithms
are known [61, 71]. Therefore, an open question is whether we can achieve sublinear DO
algorithms for sorted inputs. Besides joins, more general class of database queries such as
conjunctive queries [1] are also interesting to consider.
Last but not the least, as mentioned, the cache-efficient variants of our algorithms are
potentially implementable and suitable for SGX-type scenarios. Implementing DO algorithms
in practical database systems and evaluating their concrete performance is another exciting
future direction.

3

Preliminaries

We assume that the algorithm is executed in a standard Random Access Machine (RAM)
model. The adversary can observe the access patterns of the program, i.e., in each step,
which memory location is accessed and whether each access is a read or write operation. The
adversary, however, cannot observe the data contents – for example, in a secure processor
setting, the data contents protected by encryption. We will be concerned about two metrics:
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1) the program’s runtime; and 2) the program’s cache complexity [3]. For the runtime
statements, we assume a standard word-RAM and the CPU has only O(1) number of private
registers. For the cache complexity metric, we assume a standard external-memory RAM
model [3] where the CPU has M bits of private cache, and every time it needs to transmit
data to and from memory, an atomic unit (called a “block”) of B bits is transferred. The
cache complexity metric measures how many blocks are transmitted between the CPU and
memory. All of our algorithms are cache agnostic [38, 43], i.e., the algorithm need not know
the cache’s parameters M and B.

3.1

Database Join

Database join is the following problem. Let K denote the space of join key and V denote the
space of payloads. Let I1 and I2 be two input arrays each containing pairs of the form (k, v),
where k ∈ K ∪ {⊥} is called a join key and v ∈ V ∪ {⊥} is called the payload. If k ∈ K and
v ∈ V, the element (k, v) is said to be a real element. Without loss of generality, we may
assume that if an element’s join key k is ⊥, it payload v must be ⊥ too: such elements, of
the form (⊥, ⊥), are said to be filler elements.
Our goal is to output an array O such that for each non-filler join key k ∈ K that appears
in both I1 and I2 : let {(k, v1 ), (k, v2 ), . . . , (k, vm )} be the multi-set of elements having join
key k in I1 , and let {(k, w1 ), (k, w2 ), . . ., (k, wm′ )} be the multi-set of elements having join
key k in I2 ; then the multi-set {k, vi , wj }i∈[m],j∈[m′ ] ⊆ O. We use R to denote the size of
this multi-set. Moreover, besides the multi-set {k, vi , wj }i∈[m],j∈[m′ ] , O should contain no
other element with the join key k. Additionally, the output array O may contain any number
of filler elements of the form (⊥, ⊥, ⊥).
In other words, the output array O contains, for each join key k ∈ K, the Cartesian
product of the elements in both input arrays under join key k; and additionally, O may
contain some filler elements. The filler elements in the output array O may be needed for
privacy reasons as will become clear later.
▶ Remark 5 (Motivation for allowing fillers in the input array). In our formulation, we allow
the input arrays I1 and I2 to contain filler elements, because the length of the input arrays
may already be noisy to mask the true number of elements contained in it. For example, if
the input array comes from a differentially oblivious database such as in the work by Chan
et al. [28], then the input arrays would already contain a random number of filler elements.

3.2

Full Obliviousness

In this paper, we consider execution of algorithms on the Random Access Machine (RAM)
model. Let Alg denote a possibly randomized algorithm and let I denote an input to the
algorithm. We use the notation AccessesAlg (I) , a random variable denoting the sequence
of memory addresses accessed and whether each access is a read or write, generated by a
random execution of the algorithm Alg on input I. Therefore, AccessesAlg (I) is also called
the “access patterns” of Alg on input I.
▶ Definition 6 (δ-obliviousness). We say that an algorithm Alg satisfies δ-obliviousness w.r.t.
the leakage function Leak(·), iff there exists a simulator Sim, such that AccessesAlg (I) has
statistical distance at most δ from the simulated access patterns Sim(Leak(I)).
In other words, the access patterns are simulatable by a simulator Sim which knows only the
leakage function but nothing more about the input I. Note also that δ is allowed to be a
function in N = |I|.
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A typical leakage function is leaking only the length of the input and nothing else, i.e.,
Leak(I) := |I|.
▶ Definition 7 (Full obliviousness). Henceforth, whenever we say Alg is (fully) oblivious (i.e.,
omitting the leakage function and δ), the leakage function would the default one Leak(I) := |I|,
and δ is assumed to be a negligible function in N .
Throughout the paper, we say that a function ν(N ) is a negligible function, iff for any
c ∈ N, there exists a sufficiently large N0 such that for all N ≥ N0 , ν(N ) ≤ 1/N c . In other
words, ν drops faster than any inverse-polynomial function.

3.3

Differential Obliviousness

Neighboring inputs. Two inputs (I1 , I2 ) and (J1 , J2 ) are said to be neighboring, iff |I1 | = |J1 |
and |I2 | = |J2 |, and moreover, the following holds:
either I1 = J1 , and moreover, I2 and J2 differ in exactly one position;
or I2 = J2 , and moreover, I1 and J1 differ in exactly one position.
Differential obliviousness. Imagine that a database join algorithm Alg is executed on a
Random Access Machine (RAM). The two input arrays (I1 , I2 ) reside in memory, and at the
end of the algorithm, the output array O is written to a designated position in memory.
▶ Definition 8 ((ϵ, δ)-differential obliviousness). We say that a database join algorithm Alg
satisfies (ϵ, δ)-differential obliviousness or (ϵ, δ)-DO for short, iff for any neighboring inputs
(I1 , I2 ) and (J1 , J2 ), for any set S,
h
i
h
i
Pr AccessesAlg (I1 , I2 ) ∈ S ≤ eϵ · Pr AccessesAlg (J1 , J2 ) ∈ S + δ
where AccessesAlg (I1 , I2 ) is a random variable denoting the sequence of memory addresses
(also called access patterns) generated by a random execution of the algorithm Alg on input
(I1 , I2 ).
Specifically, in the standard RAM model, in each time step, the machine visits one
memory location, reading it and then updating it with either the old value or a new value.
Therefore, AccessesAlg (I1 , I2 ) is just the ordered list of all memory addresses accessed in all
time steps. Moreover, the length of AccessesAlg (I1 , I2 ) is also the (randomized) runtime of
the algorithm. Like the standard notion of differential privacy, our notion secures against
unbounded adversaries.
Typical choices of ϵ and δ. Typically, we would like ϵ = Θ(1). The standard differential
privacy literature [85] recommends that δ be set to 1/N c for some constant c > 1. In the
cryptography literature, sometimes we would like δ to be negligibly small in N .

3.4

Mathematical Building Blocks

▶ Definition 9 (Symmetric geometric distribution). Let α > 1. The symmetric geometric
distribution Geom(α) takes integer values such that the probability mass function at k is
α−1
−|k|
.
α+1 · α
As we shall see, our algorithm will hide the true cardinality of a set by padding it with a
random number of filler elements. Below we define a useful distribution from which we shall
sample the noises.
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▶ Definition 10 (Shifted and truncated geometric distribution). Let ϵ > 0 and δ ∈ (0, 1) and
ϵ
∆ ≥ 1. Let k0 be the smallest positive integer such that Pr[|Geom(e ∆ )| ≥ k0 ] ≤ δ, where
k0 = ∆ϵ ln 2δ + O(1). The shifted and truncated geometric distribution G(ϵ, δ, ∆) has support
in [0, 2(k0 + ∆ − 1)], and is defined as:
min{max{0, k0 + ∆ − 1 + Geom(eϵ )}, 2(k0 + ∆ − 1)}
For the special case ∆ = 1, we write G(ϵ, δ) := G(ϵ, δ, 1).
In the main body of the paper, for simplicity, we shall first assume that we can sample
from the shifted and truncated geometric distribution in O(1) time. In the online full
version [34], we discuss how to remove this assumption without blowing up the runtime.
Notation. Given two random variables X and Y , we use X ∼(ϵ,δ) Y to denote that X
and Y satisfy the standard (ϵ, δ)-differentially private inequality, i.e., for all subsets S,
Pr[X ∈ S] ≤ eϵ · Pr[Y ∈ S] + δ, and Pr[Y ∈ S] ≤ eϵ · Pr[X ∈ S] + δ,
▶ Fact 11 (Differential privacy through adding truncated and shifted geometric noise [15, 28]).
Let ϵ > 0 and δ ∈ (0, 1). Suppose u and v are two non-negative integers such that |u − v| ≤ ∆.
Then,
u + G(ϵ, δ, ∆) ∼(ϵ,δ) v + G(ϵ, δ, ∆).
▶ Fact 12 (Post-processing). Let X ∈ X and X ′ ∈ X be random variables and let F : X → Y
be a possibly randomized function. Suppose that X ∼(ϵ,δ) X ′ . Then, we have that
F (X) ∼(ϵ,δ) F (X ′ ).

▶ Fact 13 (Composition of differentially private mechanisms (Theorem B.1 of [40] )). Suppose
that for any neighboring I and I′ , T1 (I) ∼(ϵ1 ,δ1 ) T1 (I′ ). Henceforth let supp(T1 (I)) denote
the support of applying the function T1 to the data I. Suppose that for any neighboring I
and I′ , for any s1 ∈ supp(T1 (I)) ∪ supp(T1 (I′ )), T2 (I, s1 ) ∼(ϵ2 ,δ2 ) T2 (I′ , s1 ). Then, for any
neighboring I, I′ , we have that
(T2 , T1 )(I) ∼(ϵ1 +ϵ2 ,δ1 +δ2 ) (T2 , T1 )(I′ )
The following operational lemma will guide our algorithm design and analysis.
▶ Lemma 14 (Operational lemma for differential obliviousness [28]). If an algorithm is δ0 oblivious w.r.t. a leakage function Leak(·), and moreover, Leak is (ϵ, δ)-differentially private,
then the algorithm satisfies (ϵ, δ0 + δ)-differential obliviousness.

3.5

Naïve Solutions

Insecure algorithm. If privacy is not needed, there is an algorithm that computes the join
result in (expected) O(N + R) time, where R is the actual result size and N := |I1 | + |I2 |.
Basically, hash elements in each input array into a separate Cuckoo hash table [8, 72] and
within each entry of the hash table, use a linked list to store all elements with the same join
key. Now, we can pairwise-join elements with the same join key from the two input arrays
by querying the Cuckoo hash table. The entire algorithm completes in O(N + R) expected
time (where the randomness comes from hashing).
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The Cuckoo hashing based insecure solution, however, does not have great cache complexity. For cache complexity, we use a different insecure baseline, that is, first sort the
two input arrays by join key, and then use the most straightforward approach to compute
pairwise-join elements with the same join key from the two arrays. This algorithm achieves
R
N
O( B
+N
).
B · log M
B B
Observe also that any insecure algorithm must at least read the entire input to guarantee
correctness. Thus an always correct insecure algorithm must incur at least Ω(N ) runtime.
Fully oblivious algorithm. The following naïve algorithm, which tries every potential pair of
elements from the two input arrays, can achieve fully oblivious database join with O(|I1 | · |I2 |)
runtime:
For each element (k, v) ∈ I1 , for each element (k ′ , v ′ ) ∈ I2 : if k = k ′ , add (k, v, v ′ ) to the
output; else add (⊥, ⊥, ⊥) to the output.
As argued in the online full version [34], O(|I1 | · |I2 |) is also the best we can hope for if full
obliviousness is desired.
Naïve differentially oblivious algorithm. A naïve approach to achieve differentially oblivious
join is to rely on a statistically secure Oblivious RAM (ORAM) that defends against
unbounded adversaries, such as Circuit ORAM [29, 88], to simulate the aforementioned
insecure algorithm with O(log2 N ) blowup in runtime. Suppose that the result size is R and
let N be the total input length. We know that the insecure algorithm must complete in
T ≤ C · (R + N ) steps for some constant C, and it produces an output of length R. Now,
given the O(log2 N ) ORAM simulation overhead, simulating the insecure algorithm with
ORAM requires at most C ′ (R + N ) log2 N steps for some sufficiently large C ′ > C. However,
if we just stopped here, then the algorithm would leak information through the result length
R and its running time (which is the same as the total length of the physical memory accesses
in the RAM model).
To plug this leakage, the algorithm proceeds to add noise to the result length and its
own runtime. To achieve this, we continue to use the ORAM to simulate the following steps:
1. Append ξ := G(ϵ, δ, N ) = O( Nϵ log 1δ ) number of filler elements to the joined result – this
b := R + ξ.
requires the ORAM to simulate O(ξ) additional steps. Henceforth let R
′ b
2. Finally, pad the running time of the simulated algorithm to C (R + N ) log2 N .
Note that in the above, we add noise G(ϵ, δ, N ) noise to R because the global sensitivity of
R is upper bounded by N , that is, changing one element in the input can change R by at
most N .
To obtain better cache complexity, we can place the ORAM schemes’ binary tree data
structures in an Emde Boas layout; specifically, each access in the original program will incur
a cache complexity of O(log N · logB N ) in the ORAM simulation.
▶ Theorem 15 (Naïve DO algorithm). The above naïve algorithm satisfies (ϵ, δ + negl(N ))differential obliviousness where negl(·) denotes a suitable negligible function.
1
1
1
Further, suppose that ϵ = Θ(1) and δ = poly(N
) , let U = O( ϵ log δ ) = O(log N ); then, the
above naïve algorithm achieves O((R+N U ) log2 N ) runtime and O ((R + N U ) log N · logB N )
cache complexity, and outputs a result of O(R + N U ) length.
Proof. The runtime, cache complexity and output length follows from the above description.
Observe that because of ORAM (which can fail with negl(N ) probability), the access pattern
b By Lemma 14, it suffices to prove that the leakage R
b satisfies
are simulatable given N and R.
(ϵ, δ)-differential privacy.
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Consider changing one element in the input (I1 , I2 ) to form (I′1 , I′2 ). We have that
|R(I1 , I2 ) − R(I′1 , I′2 )| ≤ N where R(I1 , I2 ) denotes the length of the exact result on the input
(I1 , I2 ). By Fact 11, we have that
b 1 , I2 ) ∼(ϵ,δ) R(I
b ′1 , I′2 ).
R(I
b 1 , I2 ) denotes the length of the result output by the naïve DO algorithm upon
where R(I
input (I1 , I2 ). Hence, the algorithm is (ϵ, δ + negl(N ))-differentially oblivious, where the
extra negl(N ) comes from the failure probability of ORAM.
◀

3.6

Oblivious Algorithm Building Blocks

We describe several oblivious algorithm building blocks. Unless otherwise noted, obliviousness
is defined w.r.t. the input-length leakage (i.e., informally, speaking, only the input length is
leaked).
Oblivious compaction. Given an input array where some elements are marked as distinguished, output an array where all distinguished elements are moved to the front, and all
non-distinguished elements are moved to the end. The very recent works by Asharov et
al. [11, 12] constructed a O(n)-time oblivious compaction algorithm that can compact any
input array of length n. Their linear-time compaction algorithm is not stable, i.e., among
the distinguished (or non-distinguished) elements, the output does not preserve the relative
order the elements appeared in the input, and this non-stability is inherent [67].
To get our cache complexity result, we will adopt the randomized, cache-agnostic, oblivious
compaction algorithm by Lin, Shi, and Xie [67]: their algorithm achieves optimal O(n/B)
cache complexity and O(n log log n) runtime assuming that M = Ω(B 2 ) and B ≥ log0.55 n.
Oblivious sort. Ajtai, Komlós, and Szemerédi [4] showed that there is a sorting circuit with
O(n log n) comparators that can correctly sort any input array containing n elements. Such
a sorting circuit can be executed on a Random Access Machine (RAM) in O(n log n) time
assuming that each element can be represented using O(1) words.
The recent work by Ramachandran and Shi [75] constructed a randomized, cache-agnostic,
oblivious sort algorithm that achieves O(n log n) runtime and O((n/B) logM/B (n/B)) cache
complexity, assuming the tall cache assumption that M = Ω(B 2 ) and further M = Ω(log1+ϵ n)
for an arbitrarily small constant ϵ ∈ (0, 1).
Given oblivious sorting, we can realize a couple intermediate abstractions including
oblivious send-receive and oblivious bin placement which we define below. Both primitives
can be realized by invoking oblivious sorting constant number of times.
Oblivious send-receive. The send-receive primitive11 solves the following problem. In the
input, there is a source array and a destination array. The source array represents n senders,
each of whom holds a key and a value; it is promised that all join keys are distinct. The
destination array represents n′ receivers each holding a join key. Now, have each receiver
learn the value corresponding to the join key it is requesting from one of the sources. If the

11

The send-receive abstraction is often referred to as oblivious routing in the data-oblivious algorithms
literature [21, 27, 29]. We avoid the name “routing” because of its other connotations in the algorithms
literature.
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join key is not found, the receiver should receive ⊥. Note that although each receiver wants
only one value, a sender can send its values to multiple receivers.
Prior works [21, 27, 29] have shown that oblivious send-receive can be accomplished
through a constant number of oblivious sorts on arrays of length O(n + n′ ). The algorithm
is oblivious w.r.t. the leakage n and n′ , (i.e., informally, only the lengths of the input arrays
are leaked).
Oblivious bin placement. A bin placement algorithm solves the following problem. Suppose
we have m bins each of capacity s1 , s2 , . . . , sm , respectively. We are given an input array
denoted I, where each element is either a filler denoted ⊥ or a real element that is tagged
with a bin identifier β ∈ [m] denoting which bin it wants to go to. It is promised that every
bin will receive no more elements than its capacity. Now, move each real element in I to
its desired bin. If any bin is not full after the real elements have been placed, pad it with
filler elements at the end to its desired capacity. Finally, output the concatenation of the
resulting bins.
Chan and Shi [29] describes an oblivious bin placement algorithm that solves the special
case of the problem when all the bin sizes are equal. Their algorithm relies on a constant
number of oblivious sorts. It is not difficult to extend their algorithm to the case when
the bin sizes are not equal. For completeness, we describe the modified algorithm in the
online full version [34]. Specifically, the algorithm satisfies obliviousness w.r.t. to the leakage
that contains the input size, as well as the sizes of all bins. Let n denote the size of the
P
input array, and let S := β∈[m] sβ be the sum of the sizes of all bins. The runtime of the
algorithm is upper bounded by Tsort (n + S) and the cache-agnostic, cache complexity of
the algorithm is upper bounded by Qsort (n + S), where Tsort (n′ ) and Qsort (n′ ) denote the
runtime and (cache-agnostic) cache complexity of oblivious sort over an input array of size n′ .

Deferred Contents
Due to space constraints, we defer the full algorithmic details and proofs to the online full
version [34].
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